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Dear CCM Members,

As you can see from our email blasts, the Board of Directors 

are engaged and meeting every month to hold Community 

Council of Maui to its mission statement, “…to educate, 

promote leadership and provide resources for all affected 

by condominiums and community associations”.   Especially 

during these times, it’s our obligation to provide 

educational opportunities and keep our Hawaii Association 

Community informed.  We hope you folks will log in to our 

upcoming seminars, because when you do, you are 

supporting the vendors and Platinum Sponsors that work 

for you AND support us!

CCM is on alert and prepared to have in-person seminars as 

soon as they can be held safely.  The October and 

November seminars have confirmed dates at King 

Kamehameha Golf Course, and we will continue to prepare

A Message from the President 

for live seminars.  And if we are unable to meet live, we are working on an alternate way to have a 

tradeshow.  With live interactions, giveaways and break out rooms for different topics and 

speakers.   

On behalf of the Board, I want to thank you folks for sticking with us, renewing your memberships, 

and participating in our Zoom seminars.  We look forward to a great Fall Season and hope to see 

you soon! 

Respectfully, your Board President,

Lisa Cano
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REGISTRATION NOW 
OPEN!

CCM ZOOM SEMINAR

Friday, September 17, 2021
10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS: 
Handling Various Emergency 

Situations

“Active Shooter/Attacker Awareness”

Sergeant Jan Pontanilla

Maui Police Department

“First Aid”
Jeffrey M. Later, RN, BSN, BA, CEN

Trauma Program Manager - Trauma 
Services

Maui Health System
Maui Memorial Hospital

“Clean-Up”
Anthony Nelson

President
Premier Restoration Hawaii

DON’T MISS THIS EXCITING AND INFORMATIVE 
EVENT!
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SHANNON  
SHELDON

Shannon Sheldon is a Partner

with McKeon SheldonMehling

LLLC. Shannon represents over

200 condominium and community

associations throughout the State

of Hawaii. Shannon works with  

associations to establish sound

organizational and administrative

practices while maintaining a

sense of community. Shannon

manages an efficient collections

practice and advises boards of

directors and property managers

on issues related to governance,

fiduciary duties, reserves,

statutory compliance and

enforcement.

Navigating COVID-19 Now
By now, almost everyone knows someone

affected by COVID-19. This year, I lost my

grandmother to COVID-19 while she was in a

nursing home. She died alone because the

nursing home would not admit family members

because of COVID-19. A month ago, my

father, who is fully vaccinated, had a

“breakthrough” COVID-19 case and

contracted the Delta variant. The ambulance

rushed him to three hospitals that were

completely full before a fourth hospital

admitted him to give him fluids and oxygen to

save his life. If you and your association have

not implemented any actions or policies to

attempt to reduce the spread of COVID-19,

please do not wait any longer. This article

discusses the latest developments in the law

to minimize the spread of COVID-19.

Association Meetings

I have been informed by the First Deputy

Corporation Counsel for the County of Maui

that rules have been submitted to the

Governor’s Office to be effective September

15, 2021 to prohibit in-person meetings for

associations. The rule is: “In accordance with

Act 83 (2021), condominium and other similar

associations must conduct meetings remotely

in a manner consistent with state law.” While

not entirely clear, it appears this rule will apply

to both board and owners’ meetings.

Act 83 enacted by the Governor on June 24,

2021 amends the law for condominium

associations, HRS § 514B-121, to allow

electronic meetings and electronic, machine,

or mail voting during any period in which a

state of emergency or local state of emergency

is in effect in the County in which the

condominium is located, despite the language

in the association’s governing documents. It

also amends the community association law,

HRS § 421J-3.5, to allow associations to

conduct owners’ meetings remotely subject to

certain requirements notwithstanding any

provision to the contrary in the association

documents.

There is presently a state of emergency.

Therefore, association meetings after

September 15, 2021, should be conducted

electronically/remotely. The most widely used

and effective methods seem to be

GoToMeeting or Zoom, and Zoom allows

owners to cast votes during the meeting.

There are several benefits to electronic

meetings. It obviously reduces the risk of

spreading COVID-19, thus reducing any

liability to the association.

In this Article

Association Meetings P.1

Mandating Vaccines Employees P.2

Mandating Vaccines for Others P.3

Mandating Masks and Other
Protective Measures P.4

CONTACT
(808) 242-6644

shannon@msmhawaii.com

www.msmhawaii.com
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BASIC  
TRAINING  
MANUAL  
FOR BOARD  
MEMBERS
MSM publishes a Basic Training  

Manual for Board Members,  

which is available for free on our  

website. The Basic Training  

Manual provides an overview of  

the types of associations most  

common in Hawaii, and  

discusses the legal authorities  

governing these associations.  

The Manual also provides  

Boards and Property Managers  

with guidance and information  

about association management,  

board duties and  

responsibilities, maintenance  

obligations, records and  

disclosure obligations and  

reserves.

For your copy, visit:

www.msmhawaii.com

What associations  
really need to  
know about the  
state of COVID-19

Shannon Sheldon provides  

specific guidance on how  

associations should navigate  

COVID 19 at projects and in  

the workplace.

It also allows greater participation by owners

at a lesser expense, particularly off-island

owners who are following the Governor’s

request on August 23, 2021 – “It’s not a good

time to travel to the islands.” Hospitals,

including Maui Memorial, are over-crowded

and beds are literally in the hallways. It is not

a good time to encourage owners to attend

meetings in person. While proxies are always

an option, Robert’s Rules of Order

discourages the use of proxies and many

owners do not like them.

In addition, directors and management can

easily share their screen during electronic

meetings allowing for power point

presentations and sharing of photographs.

Owners tends to conduct themselves more

civilly and professionally on electronic

meetings, perhaps because of the ability to

mute any owners who use profane or offensive

language. Utilizing Zoom polls, electionbuddy

or other electronic voting method or mailed

ballots in advance of the meeting also reduces

the time of the meeting and potential error and

allows votes to be quickly tabulated and

announced.

Mandating Vaccines for Employees

You have likely heard that many employers –

including the State of Hawai’i – are mandating

vaccinations for employees or weekly COVID-

19 testing for those employees who refuse to

vaccinate.

issued an

concludes:

The U.S. Justice Department

opinion on July 6, 2021 that “We

conclude that section

564(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III) concerns only the provision

of information to potential vaccine recipients

and does not prohibit public or private entities

from imposing vaccination requirements for

vaccines that are subject to EUAs.”

Since issuance of this  opinion,  and  with the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration approval of

the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine on

August 23, 2021, many employers are now

requiring employees to be vaccinated

Employers may terminate employees that

refuse to be vaccinated if those employees

present a direct threat to the safety or health of

themselves or others in the workplace that

could not reasonably be accommodated. To

determine if a direct threat exists, employers

should conduct an individualized assessment

of four factors: (1) the duration of the risk; (2)

the nature and severity of the potential harm;

(3) the likelihood that the potential harm will

occur; and (4) the imminence of the potential

harm. A determination that an individual

presents a direct threat would “include a

determination that an unvaccinated individual

will expose others to the virus at the worksite."

For example, an employee that works at the

front desk and interacts daily with many people

is more of a direct threat than an employee that

performs landscaping outdoors and interacts

with no one. If not a direct threat, the employer

may instead want to require wearing a mask at

all times rather than requiring vaccination.

Critically, there are exceptions where an

employee cannot require an employee to be

vaccinated. Employers must make

accommodations for religious beliefs,

disabilities and pregnancy related objections.

Some associations are concerned about

losing employees if vaccinations are required

and are instead offering incentives, such as a

monetary bonus and paid time off to get the

vaccination, to those employees who are fully

vaccinated. If requiring vaccinations and/or

COVID-19 testing, it is recommended to

implement a policy in order to avoid asking

pre-screening questions that could violate the

prohibitions against disability-related inquiries.

It is recommended to consult with your

association attorney or even an employment

attorney to develop a policy.
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MCKEON  
SHELDON  
MEHLING

Governance

We take pride in our prompt  

responsiveness to managing  

agents, directors and general  

managers to allow boards to  

timely make important  

decisions that directly affect  

their association’s daily  

governance..

Collections

We help associations quickly  

and efficiently collect  

delinquent assessments,  

which are the financial  

backbone to the maintenance  

and stability of our clients’  

communities. We use  

sophisticated programs to  

track collection matters and  

effectively recover amounts  

owed to associations.

Governing  
Documents

Our attorneys strive to ensure  

that our clients’ governing  

documents are compliance  

with updates in local, state  

and federal law. We  

frequently draft and amend  

governing documents,  

including declarations of  

covenants, conditions and  

restrictions, association  

bylaws, house rules and  

policies of the Board.

00028749.DOCX;1

Mandating Vaccinations for Others

Can associations mandate vaccines or proof

of vaccination for people who come to the

property?

The law is not fully developed in this area, but

at this time, mandating vaccinations for

owners, residents, or vendors or requiring

proof of vaccinations is not a good idea. It

opens a can of liability worms.

People may have medical or religious reasons

for not being vaccinated, which will require the

association to determine whether these

exceptions are valid. Children under 12

currently cannot be vaccinated, but the

association cannot ban children from facilities

without a potential violation of the Fair Housing

Act. A wrong step may result in a

discrimination or an invasion of privacy claim.

We recently had a case where an owner

refused to allow an association vendor to enter

her unit without being vaccinated. When asked

for vaccination proof, the vendor refused to

disclose asserting a privacy right thus creating

a legal issue.

Association boards can require masks and

social distancing because the County and

State laws require it; however, there is no

federal, State or County law mandating

vaccinations at this time.

There is nothing in the Condominium Property

Act that provides the board authority to require

residents to subject themselves to vaccines to

access and live in the condominium project.

You have likely heard of the “vaccination

passports” or “Safe Access Oahu” that will

allegedly be implemented on Oahu on

September 13.

People will need to show proof of a COVID

vaccination or a negative COVID test within

the past 48 hours to get into restaurants, bars,

museums, movie theaters, commercial pools,

and gyms on Oahu. You may have also heard

that large venues, such as concert halls,

require proof of vaccination. Public venues can

require vaccination because no one is forced

to attend a concert, however, owners and

tenants have a legal right to use the common

elements. Owners have an interest in and

easement to use the common elements and

facilities, and an owner may claim the

association breaches this right if it restricts use

for owners and their tenants, guests and

family.

Requiring vaccinations or proof of vaccination

for vendors may limit the number of vendors

available and increase costs. If the association

places a limitation on owners’ vendors, owners

could sue the association for interference with

contractual relations. It may, however, be

reasonable to require vendors to either show

proof of vaccination or negative COVID-19 test

in the last 72 hours, which is not as intrusive

as requiring a vaccination.

Enforcement may be difficult and potentially

expensive. COVID vaccination cards are

pieces of paper that can easily be forged.

Most associations do not have the manpower

to request and review vaccination cards from

every visitor to the property. However, there is

new vaccine verification app, Excelsior Pass,

which may make it easier for associations to

verify vaccination or negative COVID tests.
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MCKEON  
SHELDON  
MEHLING

MAUI

David Trask Building

2145 Kaohu Street, Ste. 203

Wailuku, Hawaii 96793

OAHU

Pauahi Tower

1003 Bishop St., Ste. 2700

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

(808) 242-6644

www.msmhawaii.com

Mandating Masks and Other
Protection Measures

Before the recent outbreak this summer, I

travelled to the mainland. Coming from

Hawai’i, I was shocked to walk into a packed

Las Vegas casino to find everyone, and I mean

everyone, unmasked. There were signs

posted everywhere stating “Masks are

required for unvaccinated persons”. Obviously

not everyone was complying and there was no

enforcement, nor any viable way to enforce. I

found the same thing in Arizona, California,

Washington and Oregon. Not surprisingly,

there were massive outbreaks of COVID-19

and masks are now required indoors in these

western States.

In Hawai’i, masks are currently required  

inside. Governor Ige’s Emergency

Proclamation of August 5, 2021 states: “All  

individuals shall wear face coverings over  

their noses and mouths when in public

settings.” There are exceptions, such as  

individuals with medical conditions, children  

under the age of 5, while eating, drinking and  

smoking, and while outdoors. The

Proclamation explains: “the recorded number  

of cases and deaths has continued to  

increase, with more than 44,617 documented  

cases of COVID-19 in the State and 538  

deaths attributed to this disease”.

Associations should require all persons,

whether or not vaccinated, to wear masks

inside any association facilities – lobbies,

meeting rooms, etc. While not common, fully

vaccinated persons can contract and spread

COVID-19, and particularly the Delta variant.

There are several other precautions to

implement. Associations should encourage

people to socially distance that are not from

the same residence or household.

Display signs in highly visible locations that

promote social distancing and handwashing

and have sanitizer available. Implement rules

to limit occupancy in small, enclosed spaces

such as elevators and gyms, or even consider

closing the gym. Limit association facilities to

residents only – do not allow residents to bring

in outside guests. Do not host social events or

happy hours that result the potential spread of

COVID-19.

The sooner we reduce the spread of COVID-

19, the sooner our world can go back to

“normal” and Hawai’i’s economy can recover. I

encourage you to implement policies and

strategies to do your part to help your

association or your association clients and

Hawai’i.

00028749.DOCX;1
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That water heater you rarely think about can be 
an invaluable tool to help our community use our 
grid more efficiently, and if enough of us 
participate, we can reduce our islandʻs reliance 
on burning imported fossil fuels. A Hawaii-based 
company is working with Hawaiian Electric on a 
free smart water heater upgrade that brings this 
technology to Maui homes. 

Shifted Energy is a clean energy company 
founded by Hawaii residents. The team ran their 
first energy pilot on Maui in 2013. Now, they 
have received funding to install 1,000 water 
heater devices on Maui by winter at no cost to 
participants, a $250 value per tank. They 
contracted with Maui-based John Cano and 
Makai Power Systems to handle the 
installations, which take about 20 to 30 minutes 
per tank. 

Hawaii is the first state to mandate that 
electricity be generated from 100% renewable 
energy sources by the year 2045. Energy 
independence from imported oil and coal will 
mean drastic reduction of carbon emissions as 
well as lower costs for everyone. Maui is already 
more than halfway there, and we can each play 
a role to cross the finish line. 

Peak energy demand happens in the morning 
and the evening, yet the grid supplies the most 
energy in the middle of the day when the sun is 
shining on solar panels across the island. Shifted 
Energy’s smart device can be installed on any 
electric resistance water heater to occasionally 
shift the time of day the water gets heated. This 
means it can take better advantage of the clean, 
locally-produced energy and lower demand for 
fossil fuels. 

9

How Your Water Heaters Can Become Smart



This program prioritizes resident comfort. (No one likes cold showers.) Using Intelligent 
software to predict hot water needs minimizes impact to participants. As a thank you for 
participating, the bill-payer receives $3 to $4 off their electric bill each month for the five 
years of the program, which is likely to be extended beyond that. While clean energy 
programs are usually for owners of single family homes with roofs for solar panels and 
garages for electric vehicles, now families living in multi-unit buildings and townhomes 
can benefit too, even renters! 

As an added bonus, the smarter water heaters can provide advanced warnings of 
problems with heating elements or even leaks allowing maintenance staff to get ahead 
of late-night and weekend emergency maintenance calls. The more residents who 
join, the more problems and expenses can be avoided. 

Because the device is only connected to the electrical line (not the tank itself), the water 
heater’s warranty remains intact and, even if replaced, the new tank will immediately 
connect to the program. 

Electric water heaters are already in people’s homes making it easy to empower 
residents to participate in the clean energy transition. Working together, we can make a 
difference. Shifted Energy will cover the costs for qualified participants and do the work 
while residents and managers reap the benefits. 

Program funding will be exhausted by December 2021, so this is a limited time offer. If 
you would like to sign up your property or learn more about the program, please email 
nicole@shiftedenergy.com or call/text 808-427-9658.  

*Criteria for participation 

● Electric resistance water heaters of 35 gallons or more (solar thermal and gas water 
heaters do not qualify at this time) 

● Two or more bedrooms  

● Short-term rentals are not eligible
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Property Condition Assessments, 
Construction Defects, and the Duty to Inspect

By: Brittany Grunau, and Ritchie Lipson

In this new decade, Association’s should thoroughly review their Declarations to 
determine if an annual Property Condition Assessment (PCA) is required. The trend in many 
States is for developers to include a requirement Associations hire an independent 3rd party to 
complete an investigation and issue a detailed report to be shared with all Members and the 
Developer.  Even if the documents do not require a formal inspection, Declarations do require 
the AOAO to maintain the common area, and often to a high standard that is defined in the 
documents by the Developer.  To meet its fiduciary duties, the Board should undertake a 
detailed review of the common area on an annual basis. It is a best practice!

What is a PCA? Who performs the Assessment?  Why should Property Managers 
and Board Members care if one is completed? This article addresses these questions and 
more and will put in context how these periodic assessments can protect AOAO’s from 
litigation and save significant amounts of money on long term maintenance issues. 

First and foremost, let’s start with what the assessment is not.  It is not a Reserve 
Study – a Reserve Study documents and catalogues elements of the common area, 
determines their useful life based on guidelines, and periodically values these elements based 
upon very limited site inspection of existing conditions. The Reserve Study is a critical 
association management tool, but generally, it is used for preparation of general budgeting, 
and not a detailed assessment of the condition.  

A PCA is a review of the general overall condition of the building, as well as any relevant 
construction documents, and includes a sampling of interior and exterior observations by the 
expert, a list of general property conditions, specific repair and maintenance items, and an 
opinion of probable repair costs.

The PCA will examine the major building components and evaluate potential 
failures.  Major components inspected in a high rise or midrise building would include the 
components of the building envelope, including windows, sealant as well as cladding, metal, 
stone or glass. Often, an assessment on larger buildings will be done by a drop-down at a 
portion of the building on window washing scaffolding or rope lines; sometimes a ground level 
survey will be performed with a boom lift.  The PCA has the potential to reveal corrosion and 
failures at insulated glass panels (IGU’s) or failures of the sealant that is not easily seen 
during a quick visual inspection.  These more thorough PCAs yield valuable information and 
whether further maintenance is needed.  

The fire and life safety components of the building are also generally inspected 
during the PCA.  The PCA will answer questions such as: Is the equipment in working order 
on a high-rise pressurized stair? Are the fire assemblies properly designed and constructed?

The PCA will assist the Board to determine if any construction defects exist. Hawaii 
has a broad statutory definition of a construction defects as follows: “a deficiency in, or arising 
out of the design, specifications, surveying, planning construction, supervision, or observation 
of construction of a dwelling or premises”. HRS § 672E-1.
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Finally, it is important to conduct PCAs at the direction of an attorney as PCAs completed at 
the direction of the law firm are protected as privileged work product.  Most important is to 
set up a regular investigative process to protect the long-term value of assets, avoid 
unwanted financial surprises, and pursue responsible parties for damages instead of 
through special assessments of members.

If the PCA discovers that construction defects exist, the Board should seek legal 
advice to determine the deadlines to bring a claim for faulty construction. The time frame is 
limited by Statutes of Limitations which depend on the type of claim.  Many buildings receive 
an express warranty in their construction and sale documents which is usually limited to one 
or two years. Hawaii also provides for claims based on negligence, and breach of contract 
and implied warranties, which have different deadlines to bring a claim associated with each 
cause of action.   As you can see in the chart below, claims for negligence have a two-year 
statute of limitation from when the Association knew or should have known that defects 
existed. Claims for breach of contract or implied warranty have a six-year statute of 
limitations from the date the claim accrued.  The negligence and breach of contracts 
statutes of limitation can begin to run any time within the outside deadline date based on 
substantial completion called a Statute of Repose. This is generally 10 years from 
substantial completion.  The chart below reflects how the deadlines can occur within the 10-

year time frame.
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Brittany L. Grunau, Partner
bgrunau@kasdancdlawhawaii.com / 808.369.8393

Brittany Grunau’s practice emphasizes resolving complex disputes through mediation, 

arbitration, and litigation for homeowners association claims, municipal claims, and single-

family claims. Brittany’s practice also encompasses municipal litigation, products liability, 

general business litigation, and personal injury. Practicing in Hawaii, Arizona, California, and 

New Mexico.  Brittany oversees all aspects of litigation in federal and state courts.

Brittany earned her Juris Doctor from Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, California. She 

graduated from the University of California, Santa Barbara with a B.A. degree in Ethics and 

Public Policy.

Ritchie Lipson, Executive Director of Client Relations
rlipson@kasdancdlawhawaii.com / 808.754.4336

Ritchie Lipson is Executive Director of Client Relations for Kasdan Turner Thomson 

Booth LLLC. For the past 20 years, Lipson has worked with Commercial investors, 

Municipalities, School Districts, Homeowner Associations, Association of Apartment 

Owners and Residential Property Owners, to assist in the fair resolution of their claims 

for defective construction. 

He earned his Juris Doctor from the Sandra Day O’Connor College of Law at Arizona 

State University, and a Master’s in International Business from the American Graduate 

School of International Management. He studied international law at the University of 

Exeter in England. He received his undergraduate degree in Political Science from 

Colorado College. He is admitted to practice law in the State of Arizona and the District 

of Columbia only.

Kasdan Turner Thomson Booth LLLC

1003 Bishop St., Suite 1180

Honolulu, HI 96813

808.369.8393

KASDANCDLAWHAWAII.COM
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Rising Construction Material 
Costs and How They Impact 
Insurance Claims

Summer is the time of year when we want to head outside, start up the barbecue, and 

enjoy long days. If you’re like anyone who has recently survived a year of being couped

up in your home, you’ve either performed some improvements to your home or at least 

thought about it. This is not an on-record statistic, but one of our local paint suppliers 

saw a 20% increase in sales with a 140% increase in the total number of invoices. This 

means they were selling more to end users (i.e. home owners) than contractors. If you 

painted your home last year, you were not alone. 

Property restoration is a unique industry in the fact that we receive monthly pricing 

updates from the provider of one of our estimating platforms, Xactimate. Xactimate

provides pricing to 460 markets throughout the U.S. and Canada. The State of Hawai’i 

has three markets according to Xactimate; Honolulu (Oahu), Wailuku (Maui & Hawaii 

Island) and Outer Island (Kauai, Lanai, Molokai). Additionally, the Xactimate pricelist has 

15,000 material components. This means they publish almost 7 million prices every 

month!

Layered in with the complexity of the impact of the pandemic on the building materials 

manufacturers, keeping pricing current at a national level is an absolute impossible task. 

The price of an 8 foot 2x4 at Home Depot has ranged anywhere from $4 to $14. We 

cannot accurately predict what the price is for this one material let alone the other 

15,000 possible materials we could use. Despite this, there is an expectation on behalf 

of our property managers, insurance carriers and adjusters, and owners that we know 

and quote these prices upstream of performing the work. 

While Xactimate and their pricing database is helpful, they also challenge our industry. 

The mistake many people make is assuming that these prices are always correct or at 

least correct on the average. Recently, we did a quick survey of 100 commonly used 

material line items— things like drywall mud, screws, pre-hung doors, base molding, 

etc.—and the results indicated that 75% of those materials components were anywhere 

from 5%-75% less than actual pricing here in Hawai’i. For this reason, Xactimate states 

in their licensing agreement that the users of the software are not to “prohibit or 

preclude deviations from the Price Data where contractor requirements, market 

conditions, demand or any other factor warrants the use of a different line item price for 

the specific situation.” They do this because they know that updating 7 million prices 

every month is almost impossible. 
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My advice for property managers who are experiencing a water damage or fire damage 

event, or any sort of capital improvement project, is to take time to ask the following 

questions from your contractor: 

1. Were material prices verified before receiving my estimate?

2. If they change between now and when I contract for service, what happens?

3. Are the materials I need available now? If not, what is the lead time for them?

4. When does the clock start on that lead time?

Our intention is to always educate the property and building managers on issues the 

restoration industry is facing and to serve as a resource whether or not you are a 

customer. Please feel free to email or call our office if there is anything we can do to 

assist you in caring for your buildings or their residents – (808) 694-3552 or 

office@premhi.com.

Erin Anuhea Pascua

Business Development Manager

Cell: 808.276.3746
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HO6 Insurance and the 
Master Policy

An essential part of owning a condominium unit is ensuring that one has proper insurance 
coverage for that unit. Naturally, when it comes to condo unit ownership, some questions come to 
mind:

1. What kind of coverage should unit owners look into obtaining? 

2. How should a unit owner determine how much coverage they should have? 

3. Why is it important to have this coverage? 

4. What is the current market like for such coverage?

The HO6 Policy

A unit owner of a condominium unit should look into obtaining a Condominium Unit Owners or HO6 
policy. According to the International Risk Management Institute, the HO6 policy covers the “real 
property interest and the personal property of insureds who own a unit in a condominium or share 
an ownership interest in a cooperative building”. 

The Condominium Association’s responsibility is to cover the structure and common elements of 
the building, as well as the original construction of the units within the building. This includes all 
original, permanently attached components of the units, as designed and built by the developer of 
the building – including, but not limited to – the walls, floors, and ceilings. 

The recommendation to obtain one’s own HO6 policy, when the Condominium Association has its 
own master insurance policy for the building, originates from Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS) 
Chapter 514B, on Condominium Law. The wording of this statute states that the master insurance 
“need not cover improvements and betterments to the units installed by unit owners”. This leaves a 
gap in insurance that must be filled by the HO6 policy.

One of the benefits of having an HO6 policy would be to cover the “improvements and betterments” 
of a condominium unit. In determining how much coverage to have for improvements and 
betterments, one must ask the question: “How much did I put into renovating my unit?” If there is a 
particular dollar figure that comes to mind in answering this question, that figure is how much 
should be put into the “Dwelling” coverage of the HO6 policy – which corresponds to coverage for 
the improvements and betterments. 

Additionally, the HO6 policy offers coverage for one’s Personal Property, Loss of Use, and 
Personal Liability. It is vital for a unit owner to discuss these coverages with their insurance agent, 
so as to obtain suitable and adequate coverage to fit one’s needs.  At the same time, it is important 
that one’s individual insurance coverage complements the insurance coverage provided by the 
Condominium Association.  For example, when there are losses that occur on common property, or 
losses involving multiple units, the Association may assess their master policy deductible to a unit 
owner, or multiple unit owners. This leaves another coverage gap that must be filled by the HO6 
policy.  

Currently, there is no uniformity among insurance carriers in the HO6 marketplace, as far as what 
coverage will apply when a unit owner is assessed the master policy deductible.  Generally, there 
are 3 different coverages that may apply: 

1. Dwelling

2. Personal Liability 

3. Loss Assessment
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In most HO6 policies, “Loss Assessment” is provided at a minimum limit of $1,000. Some coverage 
enhancements and endorsements may increase this limit further. It is important that a unit owner 
knows what the master policy deductible is for their particular Association. Being liable for a 
deductible of $5,000 – and for some Associations – upwards of $50,000, could prove to be financially 
catastrophic for many. 

Compared to the cost of insurance for single family homes, the insurance market for HO6 policies 
remains quite competitive. Many condominium buildings in Hawaii were built in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Aging condominium buildings mean aging components, including the roofing, plumbing, electrical, 
and HVAC systems. With the aging of these various components comes the increased susceptibility –
and eventual inevitability – of these components to fail. 

When these components fail, buildings may experience an uptick in both the frequency, and severity 
of fire and water losses. Property damage from these, and other causes of loss, have cost 
Condominium Associations, unit owners, and consequently insurance companies, hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. With this increase in property losses, it is only a matter of time before the cost of 
HO6 insurance catches up to the cost of insurance for single family homes.  The level of protection 
alone that the HO6 policy provides for a unit owner is worth the premium paid.  

In harmony with the aforementioned statute, HRS § 514B, Condominium Associations have made it a 
practice to ensure that every unit owner has adequate HO6 insurance. This ensures that each unit 
owner is protected against paying any losses out of their own pocket. This also fills the gaps in 
insurance where the Association’s master policy leaves off.
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Shane Choi is an Associate Account Executive with Atlas Insurance 

Agency’s AOAO Department – which specializes in Condominium 

Association Insurance. Shane holds his Charted Property Casualty 

Underwriter (CPCU) and Associate in General Insurance (AINS) 

designations.
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2021 Platinum Sponsors
The Community Council of Maui expresses our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our Platinum Sponsors.

Waste Pro Hawaii, LLC

www.wasteprohawaii.com

Energy Consulting Associates, LLC

www.energyconsultingassociates.com

Coastal Windows

www.coastalwindows.com

Ikehu Utility Solutions

www.ikehusolutions.com

Associa Hawaii

www.associahawaii.com

Insurance Associates

www.insuringhawaii.com
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2021 Platinum Sponsors
The Community Council of Maui expresses our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our Platinum Sponsors.

Hawaii Inspection Group

www.hawaiiinspectiongroup.com

Hawaiiana Management

www.hmcmgt.com

Allana Buick & Bers

www.abbae.com

Cleaners Warehouse

www.cwmaui.com

Kawika’s Painting

www.kawikaspainting.com

Destination Maui, Inc.

www.destinationmaui.net

“Helping To Build Stronger Community Associations on Maui”
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2021 Platinum Sponsors
The Community Council of Maui expresses our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our Platinum Sponsors.

Maui Disposal Company, Inc.

www.mauidisposal.com
CIT – Community Association Banking

www.cit.com/CAB

McKeon Sheldon Mehling LLLC

www.msmhawaii.com

Atlas Insurance Agency

www.atlasinsurance.com

Premier Restoration Hawai’i

www.premhi.com

Bank of Hawaii

www.boh.com

“Helping To Build Stronger Community Associations on Maui”
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2021 Platinum Sponsors
The Community Council of Maui expresses our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our Platinum Sponsors.

Bellissimo LLC

http://bellissimo-tile.com

Structural Concrete Bonding & 

Restoration Inc.

www.scbri.com

Ameritone Maui

www.ameritonemaui.com

Mahalo for your support!

“Helping To Build Stronger Community Associations on Maui”
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Save the Date
The Community Council of Maui expresses our sincere appreciation and gratitude to all our Platinum Sponsors.

“Helping To Build Stronger Community Associations on Maui”

Upcoming Seminars

September 17th 2021

10:00 am – 11:30 am

Disaster Preparedness

October 2021

To be Determined

November 2021

To Be Determined

Published by the Community Council of Maui. The information contained 

within should not be construed as a recommendation for any course of 

action regarding financial, legal, accounting, maintenance, landscaping, 

personnel, insurance, or other professional services by Community Council 

of Maui or its authors. Those wishing to submit an article or ad, please 

contact Maxwell Kopper at mkopper@hawaiilegal.com.
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